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SPRING2003 NEWSLElTER

THE BIG BOSS MAN SPEAKS ... WELL WRITES

ACTUALL y~ SO LISTEN READ ON.

This is our first attempt at a newsletter for sometime, so any comments

you have will be most welcome (as long as they are GOOD)!We aim to

get three editions out every year and this will keep everyone updated and

give all the members ofMKRC and MKSC (Our supporters club) some

bedtime reading.

There have been some new arrivals this season, who are most welcome

and have certainly strengthened the Club. Mark Praagman, the lOOK

Marathon Man has joined for an undisclosed fee and not only has he

great endurance but he can row both sides too.

Vincent Peyron has also joined and he can also row both sides and is

technically very good. Welcome to Mark and Vincent, two great

additions to the men's squad.

Joining the women's squad is Cathy Ebbles who's. a novice oarswoman

proving to be deadly on the Ergo' and the weights, putting a great deal of

pressure on Roger to outperform her!

You will see from the results on page six that the club has continued to

progress this year and our aim is to beat last season's six regatta wins.

Well done to all, let's keep the momentum going and win some more

pots.

I wouldn't join any club that

would have me as a member!

Groucho Marks.

As the BIG BOSS, it is my duty to be 'orrible and nasty", give you no credit or compliments, so ... as you are all

rubbish, useless and crap, I have two articles for you to read and digest. Actually if you are all so rubbish, useless and

crap that could be a reflection on me! So despite you all being brilliant, fantastic and supremely talented, please read

the two articles.

Any comparison between Lucky Eddie and Greg is purely INTENTIONAL.
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NoWthat I have been granted a spot in which to impart various pearls of wisdom, I thought for a short while, really

it was only a short while, and decided the first instalment would be about a certain requirement in an oarsman (note

to self: must keep it P.C.) or oarswoman

THE OPERATION

All members of the women's squad have had this now, and the proof is in the results that they attained last season.

Now it is time, and long overdue, I may add, for the men's squad to have the same operation. What is this

operation? It is to be given balls!!!! (Damn it there goes being P.C,)

People can be given a lot of coaching; they can train hard and be as fit as ever, but still may not win. Some people

can do none of the above and win all the time. One of the reasons this can happen is that they have a strong desire

to win, they give 110%when it matters and never give up.

A classic example of this was at a regatta last year. Our novice four had been going well and contained rowers of a

decent calibre, but they lost their race by 3 lengths. The crew that beat them was technically poor and was very

scrappy, and in that sense Milton Keynes was the better crew. It was nothing to do with the strength of the crews,

as both were very evenly matched. The difference, and a visible one at that, was determination and desire. The

other crew were totally hyped up and were so determined that they overcame their relative lack of ability. We must

match this level of desire if we are to succeed.

Crewmembers should therefore prepare for a race in a far more professional manner. The crew should warm up

together on land followed by a team talk about the upcoming race, including a race strategy, and then boat in plenty

of time. Whilst on the water the crew must be focused on the race. This will get everyone into a better frame of

mind and galvanise the crew.

The other way is to allow yourself to be totally immersed in the sport. By doing this you will go away thinking

about your last event for days followed by thoughts about the next event shortly afterwards, fuelling that burning

desire for success

This is not a bad thing, but if you go beyond that point, and continually develop formulas to work out rowing

statistics, then you do need help or at least need to get in touch with Greg at the club, for he is our rowing

professor.

So for now, Get a fashion for passion.

The Big Boss
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THE 'C' WORD

My latest ramblings are all about the "C" word. This is something that will stir up much controversy I am sure. We must

embrace it and use it wholeheartedly. Now after three, say it out loud: one, two, three:

COMMITMENT

Now, that wasn't too difficult, or was it?

As we enter the depths of winter training, with events few and far between it is easy to lose focus and forget what you are

actually trying to achieve. What we are trying to do is get a good winter behind us, so that in the spring we have the miles

already on the clock and we are at race pace immediately.

This requires commitment on three levels:

1. Yourself-commit yourself fully, for your own sense of pride and satisfaction - so attend every session

and prove you have what it takes.

2. Crew - commit to the crew so you don't let your other crewmembersdown, remember they are

training hard for the success of the boat.

3. Club - commit yourself to the Club so you can set an example to others. By being fully committed

opportunities will come.

Crew selections are not made on one factor alone. Someone who is fully committed stands a much better chance than

someone only half interested whatever their natural ability.

The season involves the long hard winter, be committed then, and you shall be well on your way to a fruitful summer.

COMMITMENT - say it again, go on, now make sure the phrase is applicable to you.

The "C" word, Embrace it.

"Those were my thoughts back in November '02. Some people showed that they were up for the challenge and

unfortunately.some people showed that they were not. Now that spring is here, those that have persevered with the hard

work don't have long to wait until they reap the rewards of race and even Regatta wins. Don't let six months hard training

go to waste. Take every opportunity to get on the water and keep up your own personal fitness by training away nom the

club."

The Big Boss



Over the years there have been many great rowing

coaches. In my opinion, one of the worlds best is

Mike Spracklen. The name is well known to us at

MKRC as we own what is probably the first boat that

was named after the famous Marlow motivator. The

15 minute Pyramid which we do on the @!!!* Sorry

Erg' is one of his training pieces. It would be

exercised on the water and repeated up to four times

(an easy session for members of

intemationalrowers.com).His words of wisdom

contain some real gems like the following tip from

August 1990 while he was still involved in the GB

system.

NEVER HURRY TO GET OUT OF TROUBLE

"Hold good quality throughout the race, the last stroke

is as important as the first. When you are trying to go

that little bit faster, the rate of striking will increase,

you will have less time to row each stroke and fatigue

will affect your technique.

The first signs of deterioration will be the catches or

the finishes, then the length of the strokes will shorten

and the speed of sliding forward will increase. Care

must be taken to prevent these faults occurring. The

blade must not miss the first few inches nor should it

be extracted before the stroke has been fully

completed. Keep your strokes long and do not cut

short your rest by sliding too fast forward. Never

hurry to get out of trouble, take your time to row each

stroke decisively.

Concentrate on these points at every opportunity, for

example, in warm-up routines, when rates are low,

between set rows and always be on you guard against

these pitfalls when rates are high. Exaggerate the

rhythm when rowing at low rates".

So there you have it "Your Length is Your Strength!"

THE SLIDE

By Barry Currivan

Work in the water is cash in the bank

Or so it's been professed.

And a gentle glide upon the slide

Pays you interest.

So sliding's important for on the whole

It's there that you keep or lose control.

But should you chose the slide to burn

Ignoring this assessment.

You're sure to get a bad return

On your hard earned investment.

For many a crew has come a cropper

Thanks to some stupid "front-stop hopper".

So if you want your money's worth

Whether you be little or large.

Payout in the water until you hurt,

Then on the slide, "NO CHARGE"

We hope you enjoyed the new look

Newsletter. Please feel free to make

contributions to future issues. Give your

'copy' to any member of the committee

who will, I'm sure try and pass it off as

their own! My final thought this time

around -TRAIN THE BRAIN.

Greg
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BEDFORD HEAD -9th FEBRUARY 2003

After a long winter without any competitions, illness and injury ravaged the club prior to the Bedford Eights and Fours

Head which was held on Sunday 9thFebruary 2003 over 2,000m. Therefore the less than ideal preparations did not bode

well for the event.

However our hard winters training paid off and the crews performed well on the day.

The Women's Senior III 4+ attained yet another 2ndplace losing out to Dame Alice Harpur B.C. by 9 seconds. It was a

good performance and shows the progress made by the crew over the winter.

The Men's Senior III 4+ of Roger Philpott (Bow), Paul Floodgate (2), Gary Atkinson (3), Matt Webb (Stk) & Ellen Scott

(Cox) were the only men's crew that remained free of ailments. They had their best row of the season and were only 8

seconds off third place in an extremely competitive division.

A further 9 seconds back was another Men's Senior III 4+ crew which included Mark Praagman's debut race for Milton

Keynes. It was a good result for this scratch crew.

The final crew to race was the Men's Novice 4+ of Wilf Gamer (Bow), Jim Flood (2), Roger Philpott (3), Matt Webb

(Stk) & Ollie Miller (Cox) who had not raced as a unit before. A good solid row pushed them up to 4thplace in an

eighteen-crew division.

The results highlighted the improvement in the standard of rowing at the club, with crewmembers now able to step into

other boats without being detrimental to the speed of the boat.
. .

If you are interested in rowing whatever your standard (absolute beginner or experienced rower) please visit us at

Caldecotte Lake where you will receive a friendly welcome. For all you 'indoor rowers' why not test yourselves against us

on the Ergo' or on the water!

MKRC Men's Senior m 4+ in action at Bedford.
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SEASON 2002/03 - The Story So Far.

We rowed lots of crews in the following events and these are the pick of the results:-

Fixtures for the remainder of the 2003 Regatta Season

Bedford Autumn Head 13thOctober 2002 Men's Veteran 4+ 2nd
Women's Senior III 4+ 3rd

Upper Thames Head 20th October 2002 Men's Veteran 4+ 2nd
Women's Senior III 4+ 2nd

Head of the River Fours 02ndNovember 2002 Women's Senior III 4+ 9th(of 48)

Bedford Head 09th February 2003 Men's Novice 4+ 4th
Women's Senior III 4+ 2nd

Leicester 27th April Ironbridge Sprint 29th June

Marlow Spring OSthMay Henley Veterans 11th& 12thJune

Bedford 10thMay Bedford Quarts 13thJuly

Worcester 24th May St. Neots 26th July

Peterborough 31st May St. Neots Sprint 27th July

Peterborough Sprint 0151June Peterborough Summer 09th August

Star 14thJune Peterborough Summer Sprint 10thAugust

Star Sprint 15thJune Oxford City 16thAugust

National Veterans 15thJune Ross Veterans 25th August

Heilley Women's 20th to 22ndJune Ross-on- Wye 25th August

Ironbridge 28th June Cambridge Autumn 07th September


